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Office of Financial Assistance 
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Washington, DC 20416 

 
Re: Affiliation and Lending Criteria for the SBA Business Loan 

Programs, Document Citation 87 FR 64724 13 CFR 120/121 
Document Number: 2022-23167 

 
 
Dear Ms. Seaborn: 

 
The International Franchise Association (“IFA”) submits this comment to the Small 
Business Administration’s (“SBA”) proposed rule on affiliation and lending criteria for 
the SBA lending programs. IFA thanks the SBA for the opportunity to present its views 
on this important topic and how the SBA’s loan programs can be used more efficiently, 
and by more small business franchisees, in compliance with the SBA’s legislative 
mandate. 

 
IFA’s response consists of three principal sections. Section II responds directly to the 
elimination of paragraph (f)(5), which relates to removing the principal of control of one 
entity over another from its affiliation consideration. Section III addresses IFA’s concern 
about the shifting of eligibility determinations for franchise loans from SBA to lenders.  
Section IV addresses the impact the changes will have on SBA’s ability to report on 
franchise loan performance. 

 
I. The International Franchise Association 

 
IFA is the world’s oldest and largest organization representing the interests of 
franchising. For over 60 years, IFA has worked to protect, enhance, and promote 
franchising through government relations, public policy, media relations, and 
educational programs. IFA members include franchise companies in over 300 different 
business formats, including more than 10,000 local franchise business owners, 1,400 
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franchisors, and 600 companies supporting the industry.  
 

Franchising is a proven vital engine of economic expansion in the United States.  
This is especially true during recoveries from economic downturns. In periods of 
significant employment displacement, franchising becomes an especially important 
option to put people into business ownership and to create jobs at a faster pace than 
the general economy. Currently, America’s approximately 800,000 franchise 
establishments generate over 8 million direct jobs, over $800 billion of economic output, 
and three percent (3%) of the Gross Domestic Product. As part of this continued 
success, franchise businesses will add over a quarter of a million new direct jobs this 
year, a 3 percent increase over last year. The franchise industry creates opportunities, 
not just for thousands of business entrepreneurs around the country, but also for the 
communities their businesses impact. And contrary to the perception in some quarters, 
these are good jobs across a wide swath of the economy – only a quarter of franchise 
brands are quick service restaurants. Last year, IFA worked with Oxford Economics to 
put out a report called The Value of Franchising. The study found that: 

 
• Franchises pay higher wages, 2-3% higher, than comparable non-franchise 

businesses. 
 

• 65% of franchise workers are offered health insurance and 76% are offered 
vacation, holiday and sick leave – both of which are higher than small business 
workers in general.  
 

• Franchising offers a wider and safer path to entrepreneurship to all Americans, 
but especially to new entrepreneurs, communities of color, women and veterans. 
 

• All these groups are over-represented in the franchisee community relative to 
small business owners generally, and they tend to be more successful than their 
non-franchisee peers.  
 

• The SBA’s lending programs and the access to capital they provide are a big part 
of this success story. About 20% of SBA lending goes to franchising. So far in 
2022: 
 

o About 7,000 loans were approves in the 7(a) and 504 programs 
o Representing more than $5 billion of loan volume  
o Supporting more than 100,000 jobs 

 

As our country continues to recover from the recent economic recession, small 
business development is essential. Access to capital and the ability to grow are 
essential in the budding stages of small businesses. The well-established SBA 7(a) and 
504 loan programs are paramount in ensuring that qualified small businesses, especially 
franchise businesses, are able to survive and increase their production in a fragile 
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economy. According to IFA estimates, for every $1 million in lending to a franchise, 
forty new direct and indirect jobs are created—signaling a sizeable return on 
investment. The SBA’s loan programs provide significant and crucial capital to franchise 
businesses; however, even more could be utilized. Any actions resulting, intentionally 
or otherwise, in less access to capital for franchise businesses would only increase this 
shortfall and increase the number of lost employment opportunities. 

 
As the representative of all stakeholders in the franchising community—franchisors, 
franchisees, lenders, and other suppliers—IFA appreciates the opportunity to 
provide insight on the guidance necessary to help franchisors and franchisees continue 
to gain access to these vital programs. IFA has a long and productive history of working 
with the SBA to ensure independent business owners across the country have the 
financing to go into business for themselves. This collaboration includes the “How 
to Buy a Franchise” programs of the 1980s, the joint SBA/IFA initiative to promote 
franchising opportunities for women and minorities that came to fruition in 1999, 
and the aforementioned loan programs that provide financing for many franchise small 
businesses. In fact, IFA appeared at the very first public airing of this issue at a 
hearing conducted by the SBA in 1966. The SBA and the franchise industry have been 
successful business collaborators in the past, and IFA hopes to continue the trend 
of working together to help America’s small businesses flourish without impediments. 
 

II. Response to change from affiliation based on franchise agreements to 
ownership determination 

 

IFA supports efforts to streamline government-supported lending programs. IFA 
recognizes this is the intent of eliminating the principle of affiliation by control in the 
SBA size standards, which in the case of a franchise is currently based on franchise 
agreements. Those determinations required, by their very nature, subjective 
assessments of contract language. As such, consistency of those determinations, delays 
in approvals created by occasionally lengthy reviews, and the back and forth with 
franchisors to reach acceptable agreement language all were impediments to 
franchisees being able to access the capital they needed to grow. We commend the 
SBA’s desire to address these issues and believe this is a good effort to do so.  
 
Past efforts to list approved franchise systems on the Franchise Directory significantly 
minimized those challenges. Further, very few franchise brands (only one that we are 
aware of) have ever been denied access to SBA lending programs based on affiliation. 
That fact suggests this change will not materially expand SBA lending programs to 
additional franchise systems. Therefore, IFA’s focus turns to the implications of this 
change on related activities that might affect franchise systems’ access to these 
important lending programs. As the following points highlight, eliminating the SBA 
franchise review activities associated with affiliation will be a good action. However, IFA 
is also concerned that it could create more uncertainty for SBA lenders as it relates to 
eligibility issues and franchise data integrity. 
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III. Concern about implications for lenders assessing franchise eligibility  

 
Often a change in how the SBA manages one part of a program has implications for 
other parts of a program and such is the case here. As part of the affiliation review and 
use of the Franchise Directory, the SBA conducted an eligibility review, an effort to help 
lenders from an efficiency standpoint. Unlike other businesses, in franchising there is a 
set of agreements between a franchisor and the small business franchisees that borrow 
using SBA-guaranteed loans. In essence, it is a one-to-many review. One-time eligibility 
review decisions eliminate the need for each lender to review the sometimes lengthy 
and complicated agreements to assess eligibility. Importantly for franchisors, such 
reviews avoided the problem encountered years ago where they got inconsistent and 
often conflicting decisions and requirements from various lenders. 
 
IFA’s understanding of the affiliation change now shifts this burden to lenders. As 
stated in the proposed rule, “SBA Lenders will also be expected to ensure the applicant 
meets Loan Program Requirements, including but not limited to eligibility and SBA's lien 
priority. Some of these determinations may require a limited examination of the 
Franchise Agreement (or similar agreement) to determine whether there are any 
restrictions that would violate Loan Program Requirements (e.g., discriminatory hiring 
practices, restrictions on security interests or lien priority for the Franchisor, etc.).” 
 
This shift may create an inefficiency that will put many franchise brands at a 
disadvantage. IFA is particularly concerned about access to capital for emerging brands 
(of which there are hundreds each year) and smaller, regional brands. Will a community 
bank be willing to make a loan to a franchisee associated with a brand that requires the 
banker to wade through multiple franchise documents to determine eligibility? Most 
franchise loans are relatively small, averaging under $400,000. The economics for 
lenders doing only one or a few franchise loans may drive them away from franchise 
lending completely. 
 
This is particularly a concern for franchisees of color. The Value of Franchising report 
mentioned above found that 26% of franchise small businesses were owned by a 
person of color compared to 17% for non-franchise small businesses. In addition, it 
found that 59% of all franchisees reported being capital constrained when starting their 
first franchise business. Continued access to SBA lending is even more critical for these 
entrepreneurs.   
 
While we understand that lenders will not need to evaluate franchise agreements for 
affiliation, they will have to evaluate them for eligibility, which is currently done by the 
SBA as part of its review for a brand’s inclusion in the Franchise Directory. The SBA’s 
centralized eligibility evaluations and consistent determinations removed a review 
obstacle, especially when newer and smaller franchise brands rely substantially on SBA 
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loan programs. Unlike affiliation, where the list of denied brands is almost non-existent, 
there can and have been many franchise brands denied based on eligibility issues. Now 
that responsibility shifts to each lender for each franchise loan. Further, IFA’s 
understanding is the SBA will no longer have internal resources to address franchise-
specific questions.  
 
IV. Concern about impact on the SBA’s ability to report on franchise loan 

performance 
  

Historically, SBA lenders sometimes used SBA franchise loan performance data as a 
factor in lending to a franchisee borrower. IFA is concerned that franchise loan 
performance data integrity will be substantially affected by this change. According to 
the Proposed Rule, “SBA will continue to collect a franchise identifier number on each 
loan for the purpose of completing mandatory reporting requirements to Congress and 
for responding to congressional inquiries. Upon entering a loan into SBA's electronic 
transmission system (E-TRAN), SBA Lenders will, for a franchise that is already listed in 
E-TRAN, pick the franchise from a list, for example a dropdown menu, or, for franchises 
that are not yet listed in E-TRAN, the SBA Lender will request a franchise identifier 
number, which SBA will provide without regard to whether the franchise meets SBA 
eligibility rules. SBA will use a franchise identifier number rather than allowing the SBA 
Lender to type in the name of the franchise so that SBA can ensure an exact match to 
the appropriate franchise.” 
 
IFA recognizes the historical difficulty the SBA has had ensuring that the right franchise 
identifier number has been selected by the lender. There often are franchise brands 
with similar names. Some franchise brands have different programs with different 
agreement terms and nuanced brand changes. Lenders frequently did not select the 
right franchise identifier number and the SBA has had difficulty producing accurate 
performance data as a result. Further, how will the SBA determine whether a requested 
identifier for a franchise not yet listed in E-TRAN is a franchise? Is it likely that a 
franchise brand that is not qualified under eligibility rules will nonetheless be given an 
identifier? Will that be interpreted by lenders as acceptance? Will the SBA have a way of 
avoiding this issue? 
 
IFA strongly encourages a “first, do no harm” approach to SBA reporting of franchise 
loan performance data. Without a high degree of accuracy in such reporting, no such 
reporting would be preferable to misleading reporting. 
 
V. Conclusion 
 

IFA commends the SBA for reviewing, and inviting comment on, its existing 
practices and standards to determine how best to improve and streamline the SBA loan 
process to pave the way for increased access to credit for franchisees. IFA looks 
forward to its continuing dialogue with the SBA. 
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Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
Michael Layman 
Senior Vice President 
Government Relations & Public Affairs 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 


